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ABSTRACT 
In order .to meet future earth-to-space communication neecls , new regions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum must be utilized. The feasibility of using the 
millimeter %wave region will be discussed. One importact factor is the attenua- 
tion under a variety of atmosplleric conditions, High reliability can be achieved 
by 'the use of space diversity techniques to overcome the high attenuation due to 
heavy rainfall. Characterization and measurement of the performance param- 
eters describing the comlnunication charnel are discussed, 
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON IIIILLIMETER WAVE 
COMMUNCATTON CHANKELS* 
by 
Erwin Mondre 
Goddard Space Plight Center 
INTRODUCTION 
Th6 history of radio communication has been characterized by a cont;inuous 
push to higl~er and liigller frequencies to make room for the increasing needs, 
The frequency bands currently used for earth-to-space communication are al- 
ready allocated to terrestrial services, which produces cerliain interference 
problems. This frequency band between 1 and 10 GIlz, commonly called our 
radio window, has indeed many advantages for  communication both on terrestrial 
links and earth-space links, The tropospheric and ionospheric effects are very 
low in this range, but this region of the electromagnetic spectrum is already 
ov~rcrowded. 
Talcing into account the estimated increase in both telephony and television 
in the United States, the presently used 4- and 6-GWz bands will be exhausted by 
1980. These estimates already include multiple-beam systems and optimal 
*Th is  work was accomplished while the author ho ld  a Not iona l  Research Counci l  Postdoctora l  R e s i d e n t  
Research Associateship supported by the Not iona l  Aeronautics and Space Administrat ion.  
separation in a satellite communication network, Not included in these estimates 
a re  the expected data transmissions between machines ancl machines, and from 
machines to people. Also, the exploration of outer space will reffhuire high 
data rate transmission channels. 
For many years the potential applications of nlilIimeter waves fo r  com- 
munications have been known; yet for many years this region of the spectrum 
11a.s been essentially neglected. In fact, wit11 the advent of ~ l l e  laser, there was 
a temporary lull ia millimeter wave research and it was suggested that milli- 
meter waves may have passed from infancy to obsolescence. However, recent 
progress in millimeter waves indicates they are  just reaching maturity. The 
event that is most responsible for the progress in millimeter waves is the space 
age, In the space age many new applications for millimeter \vaves are found, 
and these in turn produce a requirement for new and improved components, 
The amount of information )hat can be transmitted in a given time is pro- 
portional to the bandwidth that is available. There are c'ertain factors that re - 
strict t;l~e bandwidtl~. First is the state of the art of components for  a parti.cular 
frequency band. The rapid progress in the art of solid-state devices has made 
it certain that teclmology alone will not be the ultimate factor limiting o r  ex- 
cluding the availability of al.most any frequency band. Moreover, the hardware 
is not the topic of this paper; therefore, this factor is ignored. The second im- 
portant factor that restricts the availability of the bandwidth is the nzt;ure of the 
propagation medium in which the communication channel is situated. For 
communications, and cspccislly lor  space communication, tho media arc the 
atmospl~ere (troposphere and ionosphere) and tho interplanetary space. T11e 
latter has little e!Scci; on pTopctgation, even dt lower frequencies. The iono- 
sphere, a weaIcly ionized medium extending fiom al~out 50 to ZOO0 km above the 
surlnce of tlie earth, can distort a sigiial passing t l ~ ~ o u g h  it at lower Irewen- 
b 
cies, The effect becomes less for  the L- and the lowcr portion of the S-band. 
Ionospheric effects have not placed significai2t limitations on communication at 
microwttve frequencies (S -band and above). There sllould be no measurable ef - 
f ect on millimeter waves. 
WAVE PROPAGATION TI-1ROUGI-I: TI-IE ATMOSPHERE 
General 
The troposphere is the lower portion of the eartllts atmosphere and extends 
from the surface of the earth to about 20 I a n .  It is by far the most imporhant por- 
tion $0 consider, There is an electromagnetic "window in space" at the frequency 
(or wavelength) at which one-way attenuation through the atmosphere is less than 
one-Inall, or 3 dB (Figure 1). * The frequency range shown goes from microwave to 
ultra.violet. Altl~ougl~ the average transparency of the atmosphere is not high, the 
total bandwidth still available is enormous. Between 10~"and lo i5  Hz, there is a 
total of 7.8 x lo i4  He available. The major part is in the right-hand corncr-the 
optical frecluency region-due to the logarithmic scale. For example, one could 
transmit l o 7  television bauds of 72 MHz. Looking only a t  the millimeter wave 
- 
*Karnpfner, R., "Windows t o  Spacc ( F r o m  101° Hz Up)," 13th  A A S  Meeting, Dol las ,  Tcxas,  !Aay 1-3, 1967. 
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Figure 1-W indows in the otmosphnre. 
region from 20 to 320 GHz, the total window bandwidth is still 200 GBz, o r  3000 
times El~e 72 MHz tels Jision band. Also show11 in Figure 1 i s  the attenuation (in 
dB/Icrn) versus frequency for  fog and rain. One can see that it I s  the rain that 
makes communication difficult at millimeter wavelengths; whereas at laser 
frequencies fog is more serious. This will be discussed in detail latex, Since 
the troposphere is the most important part of the medium between transmitter 
and receiver, one must look at the chief components, wllicl~ are gases such as 
nitrogen, oxygen, argon, water vapor, and carbon dioxide, and various Ends of 
precipitation, 
How do the combined physical properties of tllcsc oomponents affect: f;he 
communication chaimel? To obtain a clear picture it is convenient to consider 
the different physical effects separately. Pirsf;, loolc at the clear ancl ia!eali.zed 
utin.osphere wlrere there a re  the clcctroznagi-~etic windows. Next, consider tho 
effects of condensed water, thcn, the effects of atlnospheric inhomogeneities, 
and finally, consider the inl;crfcrcnce (noise) produced by atmospl~ore, sun, aiyd 
planets. 
Losses in Clear Atmosphere 
The physical cause of the attenuation over most of the frequency range is 
molecular absorption. Electromagnetic energy f s turned into heat. The earth's 
atmosphere emits and absorbs electromagnetic rzdiation 01 all wavelengths, The 
magnitude of the emission and absorption, lzowever, is not significant at; wave- 
lengths longer than 3 cm, except for long transmissfon paths parallel to the 
earth's surface. Some of the atmospheric gases causing emission and absorp- 
tion in the millimeter wave region (Reference 1) are shown in Figure 2. The 
line resonance frequencies are shown for 02, H20,  OQ, CO, SOZ, N20, and NOz, 
At millimeter and submillimeter wavelen@hs, oxygen and water vapor are 
the primary sources of emission and absorption in the atmosphere. Nitrogen, 
which has neitl~er electric nor magnetic moments, does not emit o r  absorb. 
Although they have large values of peak attenuation at millimeter wavelengths, 
other atmospheric gases, such as ozone, hydrogen, sulfide, and carbon monox- 
ide, produce negligible attenua.tion because of their low molecular densities. 
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Figure 2-L ine frequcncie s of several atmospheric gases. 
Resonance linea for  water vapor and oxygen fo r  the standard atmosphere 
(temperature of 293'1<, pressnre of 760 mm Hg , and 7. 5-g/m3 water vapor 
concentration) are sllown A n  Figure 3. As already pointed out, the absorption 
peaks are produced by energy transition in the molecules. It can be seen that 
most of the energy transition results in peak values of absorption at the sub- 
millimeter and infrared region of the electromagneklc spectrum. The inter- 
action of electromagnetic radiation with water vapor is associated with the 
electric dipole moments of the water molecule. In 02, which is paramagnetic, 
the magnetic moments are responsible for absorption.. The curve (Figure 3) 
is calculated from the Van Vleck and Weisskopf equation. In the s~bmill imeter 
region are 871 absorption lines. The attenuation reaches peak values of lo4 to 
lo5 d ~ / l m .  The maximum absorption in the windows is found in tile region of 
1000 to 10,000 GHz. Actually, they should not he called windows; they are 
1 c 10 10" lo4 105 10" 
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Figure 3-Atmosp heric attenuation. 
regions of high attenuation enclosed by pcaks of even higher attenuation. Ths 
absolute value of absorption decreases sharply with increase or  decrease in 
Erecluency. 
Now, tc~lce a closer loolr at the millimeter wave region illustrated in Figure 
4. Betwee11 10 and 300 GIlz there are 2 water vapor lines, ~vllich are located at 
22.235 aid 134.4 GHz. For a standard atmosphere at sea level tlze peak attenua- 
tion at these lines is 0.2 and 30 d ~ / k r n ,  respectively. The 22-Wz line produces 
no restricrion since the attenuation is very low. There are also tcvo very strong 
Oz absorption lines in the millimeter wave region. One is near GO GI3z (this line 
consists actually of mmy closely spaced lines), axl the other single line is at 
119 GHz. The peak absorption at these iwo lines is 13 clB/krn and less than 
2 dB/lm, respectively. Tho absorption lines are not exactly lines; they are not 
conceutrated at a single frecluency but show a rather wide spread over a frequency 
interval. The reason for this line broadening is 1;he atmospheric prassuxe. 
Therefore, this is often reEerred t o  as pressure broadening. The slopes of the 
H20 resonance curves are dependent on atmospheric temperature, pressure, 
and partial pressure of M20; whereas the slopes of the O2 lines are functions cf 
atmospheric temperature and pressure. 
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The discl~ssion has been about the attenuation derived from a theoretical 
model. Thoxe is a good agreement between measured data and the theoretical 
curve, provided suitable values are taken for  the pressure-broadening. con3tants 
- namely, the frequency widths. The O2 and H20 lines have boen me8 ;ured 
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Figure 4-Attenualion a t  sea level. 
(Reference 2) and are sl~own in Figure 5. The cxpcrirnclltsl clda were obtained 
from rneasuremenLs carried out at t11c University of Texas (TI, Bell Telephone 
Laboratories (B) , and the Aeuospacc Corporation (A). This plot shows again 
the attenuation (in d ~ / l r m )  Tor sea level atmosphere and a water vapor con~ent of 
7.5 g/m3. 
A s  already pointeu out, tlle atmospl~erfc attenuation depends on temperahre 
and pressure. Therefore, there is a very rapid decrease in attenuation per 
lrilorneter with increasfiig height. For an earth-to-space link one has to take 
into account the attenuation tllrougli the entire eartllls atmospl~ere (Figure 6). 
These curves can be determined by interpolating the values of the attenuation to 
all elevations of the earth's atmospl~ere. These values can also be derived from 
temperature md pressure profiles md from integration of the Van Vleclc a.x~d 
Weisskopf ecluation. Commonly accepted models of height variations of the mo- 
lecular density, absolute pressure, and temperature a r e  used to calculate the 
attenuation (Reference 3) .  Each band of frequencies, each window, has dis- 
tinctive propagation characteristics, In general, however, increasing the ele- 
vation of a groundbased terminal will decrease the attenuation of the atmosphere 
simply because of the decrease in water vapor and oxygen density with increased 
elevation. 
The total atmospheric attenuation, which is relatively low at angles near 
zen311, increases with decre~s ing  elevation angle and becomes very large near 
the horizon (Figure 6). The amount of the lower atmosphere traversed ranges 
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Figure 5-Attenuation in clear atmosphere. 
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Figure 6-Total attenuation for one-way transmission 
through the atmosphere. 
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from 20 km near zeni1;ll to  about 500 lcm along the horizon; for this season, it 
bccomes quite apparent why atterr~ation at angles near the horizon is so large, 
Note that there are large bands of wavelengths tl~rougl~out the spectrum where 
the vertical and near -vertical ai:tenuation is rt?latively small. 11; is also interest - 
ing that, f o r  staadard atmospl~cre and frequency of 32 GI-Iz f OP example, the 
attenuation far a zenith-oriented signal is roughly the same as the attenuation 
for a sign21 traversing a 2-Tun path along the ca~t11's surface. Tl~erein lies the 
advantage in using these frequency bands f o r  satellite communication, Propaga- 
tion tkrough the atmosphere occurs only twice wl~en satellite relay sta'tions are 
used, 
Now consider the 60 -GHz oxygen absorption lines. The attenuation (in d~/ lc rn)  
versus frequency for a I~orizontal pat11 at different elevations for the 60 -GHz re- 
gion is shown in Figure 7, At sea level the individual lines overlap, clue to  
pressure broadening, and form a continuous region of high absorption. Tlze at- 
tenuation is above 3 d33/krn from 55 to 65 GHz. At higher altitudes the attenuation 
becomes smaller due t o  the decrease in at;mospl~eric pressure, and the individual 
lilies can be seen. There are 25 closely spaced resonance lines which have been 
calculated and observed (Reference 4). 
The vertical attenuation through the entire stmdarcl, tropic, and arctic at - 
lnospl~eres in the 60 -GHz region is shown in Figure 8 (Reference I). The lower 
curve is the attenuation from an altitude of 10 Zrm into space, This elevation 
represents tile commercial airline altitude. Even here the attenuation is above 
FREQUENCY (GHz 1 
Figure 7-Oxygen lines at 60 GHz, 
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Figure 8-Attenuat ion through standard, 
tropic, and arctic atmospheres. 
40 dB, wl~icll suggests the use ol: this frequc~lcy band for  sccurc and interference- 
free communication between satel1il;es andior Izighilying aircraft. Tlze very corn- 
plcx resonance structure around GO GZ-lz can be usctcl lor  scientific radiometric 
measurements of the earth's atmosphere. Tcrny~erahre, oxygen density, and mag- 
netic field strength (detectable due to the Zeeman splitting) call be determined, 
Losses Due To Condensed Water 
Another constituent of the atmospliere that contrilmtes to the losses is pre- 
cipitation. The attenuation due to condensed water for  dirfcrent frequencies is 
listed in Table 1. I-lere, lfvery severeu attenuation means that the loss may be 
of the order of 1 0 0  dB; "severe" is several tens of dB, !'moderatew may be 
10 dB o r  so ,  and tiligl.lf;, a few dB. One can see that, of all forms of pre- 
cipitation, rain has the most serious effect on millimeter wave propagation. 
Although the basic features of attenuation of millimeter waves by rainla,ll  are 
Imown, some details are 11o.C. When a microwave impinges upon a drop of water, 
part of it is absorbed and dissipated as heat and the remainder is sca1;t;ered. At 
centimeter wa.velen&hs, absorption is predominant because the drop sizes of 
rain are small compared to  the wavelengtl-rs. Thus, the attenuation is roughly 
proportional to the liquid wa.tter content. 
However, millimeter wavelengths are of the same order as the diameter sf 
the larger  raindrops, and this complicates the behavior of the attenuation as a 
function of frecluency. Nevertheless, the problem has been solved exactly for 
drops of arbitrayv size with given dielectric and loss coefficients. The theory 
Table 1 - Qualitative appraisal of one -way attenuation for  radiation 
through the at1~fio~p11~s~. 
was  derived by Mie and treats spllerical particles of my material in a nonab- 
so~b ing  medium. It takes into account both absorption and scattering. It has 
been found that attenuation due to rain i s  approximately proportional to the num- 
ber of droplets per unit volume. 
0 ,  1 Ln 2 I I I I ~  I . i ~ l l t  lo l , i g l  rain 
madcrate l d i ~ ! l i  C 1 .1~ l l t  ! .!ghl 
It is evident frr ; the theory that the maximum md minimum possible at- 
tenuation will result when the rain is composed of drops of the ;ja.me size (Fig- 
ure 9). The atkenuation, in these cases, i s  proportional to the rainfall 'rate 
(Reference 5). The discontinuities of the slope in the lower curve at 30 GHz 
and upper curve at 5 GHz occur because in these regions the drop size for max- 
imum and miilimum attenuation jumps from one end of the range of diameters to  
the other. Also shown in this plot is the attenuation assurning the Laws and 
Parsons drop-size distribution. 
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Figure Y-Theoretical maximum an4 minimum at- Figure 10-Attenuation due t o  rain and fog. 
tenuation due to ra in fa l l  (uniform drop size). 
A combination of the theoretical attenuation and experimzntal drop size dis- 
tribution for a gijen rainfall rate yielded the plots shown in Figure 10.  The in- 
creased attenuation at millimeter wavelengths is due to the increased size of the 
particles relative to the wnvclength. The most significant loss results from 
scattering of the energy by particles with diameters in excess of one-tenth of a 
wavelength. The temperature influence in the range of 10' to 30'~ and for wave- 
lengths less than 3 cm is not t o  exceed &20%, but no clear trend can be shown. 
In general the influence is much less. Besides, this is co11side;rably less than 
some of the discrepancies between the theoretical and measured values. 
Most of the experimental data show that the measured attenuation is above 
the maximum value predicted by the theory. Thus, the applicability of the Mie 
theory to t1ic practical rainfall situation cannot be said to be demonstrated. In 
view of this, and also of tlie very lmgc scatter in tlic measured points that is 
often obscrvecl, tlie atteiluation curves obtained by applying tlie Mie theory to the 
Laws and Parsons drop -size distribution can only be talcen as giving s rather 
crude estimate. An improved t11cosy predicts that at a particular frequency the 
attenuation will not; be strictly proportional t o  the rainfall rate; the reason for 
1;liis is tlie variation ifi drop-size distribution wit11 rainfall rate. The drop-size 
distribution near the earth's surface is known wit11 considerable confidsnce. 
Its form clepei~ds on the rainfall rate and, to some extent, on location. What 
are the reasons for the discrepancy? Why is the measured attenuation usually 
1 . 5  to 2 tiines as high as the predicted value? 
There are at least three types of experimental errors: 
(1) Uncertainty in measuring the effect of the wind can produce errors since 
it is to be expected that in the presence of wind, and gusty wind particularly, 
the water density in the ai r  wil l  be subject t o  variations even though the rainfall 
rate on the ground appears unchanged. 
.... . ,. . 
(2) The number of rain gauges is usually quite inadequate to ensure that 
measurements be made only under conditions of uniform precipitation along 
tlie path.. 
(3) The presence of fog and mist introduces differences, but this effect 
should be negligible for rainfall rates of 50 mm/hr o r  more. 
On the ather h,mcl, the t l~cory neglects multipath scattering elfects along the path, 
Rain structure may also be more cornp1.c~ t l~an assumed; rain may tend to con- 
tain clusters o l  two or  more closely spaced drops. 
Consider now the attenu.ation due to ot l~er  forms of precipitations and clouds, 
Atteliuation clue to clouds occurs througli both al~sorption md scattering. Cloud 
droplets are generally less than 100 wrn in diameter, therefore, even at milli- 
meter wavelengL1is the Rayleigli approximgtion (dinmeter << wavelength) liolds, 
It is found that attenuation from water clouds is much larger tlim that from ice 
,+ 
clouds mcl that, for both cases, the losses are due mainly to absorption rather 
tllm scattering. It has been shown that t l ~ e  afitenuation depends inore on total 
liquid wal;er content tlian on droplet-size distribution. Rail and dry snow have 
negligible absorption in the millimeter wave region. Wet snow, on t l ~ e  other 
hand, has been shown to attenuate more strongly than water spheres of the same 
volume. Mist and fog, similar t o  clouds, also attenuate the electromagnetic 
radiation (Figure 10). The attenuation is propor1;ional to water content and in- 
creases linearly with frequency (Eayleigh approximation). However, the at- 
tenuation is also affected by temperature, and reduction to O'C will cause the 
attenuation to be nearly doubled for  frequencies below 30 GHz. 
Fine -Grain Statistic s for Wainfall 
Rainfall rate has been measured with gauges which collect water and indi- 
cate that a given amount has fallen. Such devices measure average rainfall over 
a considerable period. If we wish to evaluate the reliability of a communication 
system on the basis a1 rainfall data, those data must bc rcsalvccl in ti.mc down to 
minutes and S O C O ~ C Z S  per year. IIigh-speecl rain gauges with instantaneous rcad- 
ing (high tiinc resolution) have been developed (Reference 2). A readout made 
on such a ga,ugc shown in Figure 11. 'A Llis r ~ c o r d  was taken during a brief, 
intense survlrncr shower in New Jersey. 'vVitI~in seconds, the rain rate at a given 
point c11an:;ed by a factor as great as 10. Long tcvm statistics obtained wit11 
such devices are necessary for the design of mill bmeter wave radio systems. 
Ano'ihcr method of obtaining highly resolved rain rates is that of photograph- 
ing, counting, ancl measuring the drops in a given volume of: rain. Data obtained 
by this metl~od (EZ'OTYI Illirlois State Vleatl~er Survey, 1-yenr study) , reduced to 
percentage-01-time distribution of rainfall rate a r e  presented (Figure 12). Note 
that the measurements extend to  0.0003. percent of the time, which is about 30 
seconds per year. Pe:rhrtps it is not surprising that I~eavy showers in Miami have 
rnaxi~num rain rates abut 20 times greater tllm those of lieavy showers in 
Ottawa. However, is is surprising that, lor  a short time, the point rsti~~fall 
rate (the rate at a given point) in Miami can exceed 700 mm/hr. The distribu- 
tion from Bedford (England) and Ottawa were obtained by other methods (1-lcm 
s p a c i ~ g  of gauges and 2-min average reading), 
This discussion has been centered on the temporal rather than the spatial 
rai~ifall strmoture. However, it is lcllowli from our everyday experience and 
f rom dense rain-gauge networks that storms, heavy rrhowers particul&ly, have 
rather fine-grain spatia,l characteristics. How fine-grained these characteristics 
TIME(p m e d  t ) POINT HAINI AL 1 HATE (rnm; h r l  
Figure l l - R u i n  rate measured at  one loca- Figure 12-Yeorly r o ~ n f a l l  distribution. 
tion (Holrndel, N.J.) as a function of time. 
o l  heavy showers arc is still a matter for  research. Spatial structure can be dcm- 
onstrated by examples of data taken on two min-gauge networks of rather high 
rei;olul;ion, one in Beclford, the other in :New Jersey (taken from Reference 2). 
The Bedford network covers an area of about 3 km2 and has m intergauge 
spacing 01 about 1 km. The readings of rainfall rate f o r  the system at a chosen 
instant can be linearly interpolated between a  giver^ gauge and its nearest neigh- 
bors, Inthis way a contour map can be plotted. The result 01 such aprocedurc 
is shown in Figure 13a. On top, t l~ere  is evidence of two rather discrete cells. 
The lower part sl-lo~vs conditions 2 min later. T11e two cells ]lave moved about 
1 kc~n toward the sou.th during the 2-rnin interval. T11is movement is eqyivalent 
to a translational velocity of about 32 km/hr. The details of the rain structure 
are fairly clear in the lower plot. However, because there is only one gauge 
per square kilometer it is not certain that the maximurn rates given at the centers 
a-(top) P lo t  of ro infal  I-rate contours (mm 6-(top) P lo t  of ra infal l - rate contovrs (mm 
per hr), showing two rain ce l ls  on the per hr) showing several ra in  ce l l s  on the 
Bedfordshire ra in-gauge network; (bottom) Holndel ,  New Jersey rain-gauge network; 
contours 2 min later. (bottom) contours 10 sec later. 
Figure 13-Rainfal I-rate contours. 
of the cells are the actual maximum rates. That is to say, the time centers of 
the cells may not have passed ovez the points w f i ~ r e  the gauges axe located, As 
for the shape and size of the cells, it is not Iu~own that linear interpolation be- 
tween gauges is an optimum procedure fo r  determining 'tllis. 
The New Jersey network covers an area about 13 km2 and has an intergauge 
spacing of I. 3 km. It consists of 96 rain gauges of the high-resolution type. 
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I3c?cause of the fast response or such gnugcs, conlour maps c,m represent con- 
riitiolls scparatcd by nn interva'l of as little as 10  scc, as s in Figure 13b. 
011 top, t l~orc is evidence of four fairly discrclc cells; tlie most intense 01 these 
is located in the upper portion and 11as a maximum rainfall rate of 120 mnz/llr. 
Conditions 10 sec later arc shown below. The intensity of tlie cell in the upper 
central section has decreased to GO mm/hr in th is  short interval, and a similar 
clec~ease in intensity has occurred in the central-eastern section. Apparently 
Illis figure represents two different types of rainfall dyna,mics. The intensity 
of the cell is well  preserved over the 2-min interval, md the cells appear merely 
to  undergo a translation, But the position of the hvo central cells appears do be 
stationary whereas their intensity decreases significantly during the 10 -sec in- 
terval. This represents the "on-cff" character of the rainfall intensity. 
In calculslting attenuation for earthbased radio -relay systems, one is intor - 
ested not in point rainfall rates pelb sc, but r a th t r  in t l ~ e  average rate along a 
particular propagaftion path. If one tr ies to use only point rainfall data in de- 
signing a system he must ask whether there is any relationship between point- 
and space-averaged raidal: rates. Provided certain restrictions (not yet fully 
defined) are  placed on t h ~  tength of path over which the average is taken, sich 
space -time relation is valid (Reference 6 ) .  
FOX a ground link, the attenuation due to rain can be estinmted with certain 
=~ccuracy if the measurement effort on the ground is increased. Unfortunately, 
this is not the caPe fo r  a space link. In the evaluaticln of the use of millimeter 
waves for  space communication, what is needed is a set of attenuation distribu- 
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tions fc~r n propagation path extending through thc r8rnospherc 31; a fairly high 
clcvation angle l-ttther than along the surface o l  tlic earth. No such experimental 
distributions esist. Nor is it; possible t o  calculate wit11 m y  certainty ~v l~a t  these 
ntte:~uaticrns would be, hecquse the liquid water content and thc dis!:rihul;fons of 
drop size are unknown Ior such marly vert;ical patl~s. Also tl~ere is always a 
great uncertainty in the length of the path influenced by rain, since tlie top level 
of the rain-bearing clouds cannot be defined accurately. Therefore, it will be 
necessary to measure the attenuation direct;ly, without trying to estimate these 
values Irom mea,sured ground rainfall rates. The methods that can be used to 
rneasuye the attenuation will be discussed later. 
Refraction 
Atteiiuation of millimeter wave signals due to  atmospl~eric gases (molecular 
a.bsorption) and due t o  condensed water (absorption and scattering) has been dis- 
cussed. h addition, refraction also introduces losses to a millimeter wave sig- 
nal. A1;tenuation due to refractive losses should be distinguished from attenuation 
by absorption or  multiple scattering since in the latter case the energy is, fo r  all 
practical purposes, lost, but in the former case the wave is only bent, thereby 
resulting in a change in the angle of arrival at the antenna, which can be com- 
pensated for,  if lmown. 
An electromagnetic wave passing from one medium to another undergoes a 
change in velocity and, if it enters the second medium, gensra?.:iy experiences a 
bei~ding called refraction. For a standard atmosphere a wave passing from the 
lower to the upper layer is bent downward. Under these conditions the apparent 
position of a source outside the atmosphere appears at an clcvatiolz angle slightly 
greater than t l~a t  correspollding to the true position. rhe refraction correction 
101,- a standard atinospl~ere is shown in Figure 14 as n function of elcvation angle 
for  hot11 millimeter waves md optical frequencies. For the dry  atmosphere the 
index of ~:eIraction is essentially constant for  the entire clec.i;romagnetic spec- 
trum. The l~igher values of attenuation at millimeter wavelenglhs do not sig- 
nificalitly cnange the refractive index of t11c atmosphere, When water vapor is 
added, it can be sl~own that the dipole moment of the molecule tends to Eollow 
electric field cl~anges at millimeter wave frequencies but not at optical frequen- 
cies, ,and as a result the millimeter wave index of refraction i s  greater. Re- 
f ractive effects vary widely wit11 meteorological conditions mcl for  some abnormal 
cases the wave bends sharply downward (super -reTraction) , upward (subref rac - 
tion), or  becomes trapped (clucting) . 
At elevation angles near 90' the refraction er ror  is negligible. Even at 50' 
elevation the error  is loss than 0.01'. At low elevation angles the refraction 
er ror  is very large, but also the absorption is very large, prohibiting propaga- 
tion at these low angles. 
Scintillation 
One of the ch;~racteristics of the millineiler wavelengt11s is the fluctuation 
of the signal associates with line-of-sight propagation. This scintillation is 
caused by variations in refraction and absorption. The effect is much like the 
*Al ts \ruler ,  E. E., ' L ~ a r t h - + o - S p a ~ e  Communication at  Mil l imeter Wavelengths,"  Physical  Science Research 
Paper 125, Aug. 1965, 
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Figure i4-Refraction correction versus elevation angle. 
twinlrling of lights or stars at visible wavelengths. However, the magnitude of the 
scintillation at; millimeter wavelengtl~s is small compared with that of an optical 
system. Signal strength fluctuations axe closely correlated with refractive in- 
dex fluctuation. These fluctuations will,  in general, decrease with elevation 
since refractive index fluctuations decrease rapidly with elevation above the 
earth's surface. 
The ever -present refractive index f luctuatioEs in the atmosphere could have 
two harmful. effects on transmission of broadband information. One is that; the 
phase front of the wave reaching a receiver would be so distorted thatathe re- 
ceiving antenna, which is designed to accept a uniform phase front, would not 
function efficiently. This would cause an apparent decrease in antenna gain and. 
an apparent broadening of the antenna beam. However, in transmission on the 
eartl.1 nncl in radio-astronomy measurements in which large narrawbeam antennas 
are utilized, no significant beam broadening has been observed. The second ef - 
fect associated with scintillation would be that of limiting t11o usable signal band- 
wiclth because of Lime delays introduced by scattering from the refractive-index 
variations in tihe air. This effect is closely related to the beam broaclening, 
since both are produced by the same mechanism. 
Most 01 the measurements made of refraction and signal-level fluct-uations 
through the atmosphere have been made with relatively narrow bandwidths (less 
than 10 Ilz). One of the unanswered questions in this area, therefore, is the 
degree of restriction of information bandwidths l;l~at; can be caused by the at- 
mosphere. 
Noise 
The maximum data rate that can be transmitted over a given communication 
channel is, according to S~annonrs formula, a function of bandwidth and signal- 
to-noise ratio. The limitations introduced by bandwidth and attenuation, that 
i s ,  available signal strength at the receiver end of the channel, have been dis- 
cussed. Now, consider the noise contributions at millimeter wavelengths. The 
total noise level of the overall system is a function of the noise figure of the re- 
ceiver and the sky noise (antenna noise). A plotting of the sky temperature as a 
function of frequency, a s  observed and reported by various observers is shown in 
Figure 15. Strong noise sources, such a s  the sun, may contribute considerably to 
the background noise even if received through the sidelobes of the antenna. In the 
F igu re  15-Composite external n o i s e  profi le, 
miilinleter wave region, noise related to molecular wave interaction with oxy- 
gen and water vapor is predominmt. Plots are shown for vertical. ancI low- 
elevation-angle propagation patl~s through the atmospl~ere . A low -noise window 
exists fo r  vertical wave incidence in the frequency range 2 to  10 GHz. This 
range i s  limited toward lower frecluencies by increasing galactic noise and 
toward higher frequencies by atmospheric noise radiation. The straight dashed 
line shows the equivalent noise power for vanturn energy limitation, assuming 
a 10% detector efficiency. This is (by definition) the minimum signal energy re- 
quired f o r  a signal to noise ratio (S/N) of 1. Quantum noise is negligible at mil - 
limeter wavelengths, whereas at optical frequenci.es it is tlze major noise source. 
The high peaks due to  atmospheric absorption and are applicable t o  ground- 
based receivers only. The atomic hydrogen emission line at 1.42 GHz is limited 
to  this single frequency, and therefore no in1;crfercnce is to be expected. The 
equivalent noise temperature is much higher than the galactic noise at; this fre- 
quency; it is 01 the order of 100'~. 
The emission temperature of particles in tllc atmosphere is a function of 
absorptivity and reflectivity of the particles and the temperature of the reflected 
volume. The calculated emission temperature from the earthrs su.rface into 
space and from the water vapor contribution of the atmosphere is shown in 
Figure 16.  The contribution of O2 is not included. Emission temperature re-# 
versals  at center frequencies in the wder vapor line are due to the dependenct: 
of absorptivity and atmospheric gas temperature on the altitude (Reference 1). 
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Figure 16- Earth's water vapor emission into space. 
A.ntelmas outside the eaYtT~'s atrnosplicre directed townrcl space will have a 
noise ternpersbure near zero (that is S ~ Z  due to the recently discovered isotropic 
bla.cls-body radiation). Extseptions are those solid angles subtended by sun, 
moon, Z U I ~  planets of our solar system. Antenn:~~  direcf;ed toward the earth 
will have temperatures between 200' and 300% depending upon the wavelength 
and the nature of tho earth's surface subtending the volurns viewed by the antenna. 
C I-IA W E  L CHARACTERIZATION 
General 
The diEferent physica.1 effects have been discussed. A wide variety of signal 
distortion is introduced by atmosphe~ic gases, rain, and clouds. There is also 
a great  dependence on time and location, These physical mechanisms of wave 
propagation are of interest to t11e propagation engineer. Questions like these, 
howover, actually do not offer much guidance to the con~munication engineer. Be 
is concerned primarily with the overall effects of the transmission channel upon 
signals. The signals axe usually delivered to the chamel through a pair of 
terminals and acquired from it at another pair of terminals. Therefore, a de- 
scription of the terminal bellavior of the c h m a l  as  a ltblack boxf1 is the most 
direct approach t o  the characterization of the transmission medium. However, 
although the channel performance may bc expressed in terms of black-box param- 
eters, tlie estimation or  prediction of these parameters must fall upon propaga- 
tion studies, taking into account physical data such as antenna site locaf;ions, 
atmospl~eric sonditions , and so forth . 
Many communication channels in use today, and also the millimeter wave 
channels, are subject not only to  additive noise but also to tirnc and frequency 
spreacling. T11c trmsmission character is ti.^^ of such a channel are specified 
by a time-varying transfer function. Even if this f ~ l ~ t i o i ~  c uld be measured, 
using it to characterize a given channel would be somewl~at akin to using a sarn- 
ple function to describe a random process. In otller words, this function con- 
tains too much data to be useful witliouf; processing. In this discussion, interest 
edends only to finding various averages of tlie transfer function. 
Blaclr-Box Parameters 
The first averages that are of interest are  mean and mean-scluare values 
> 
wl~icli give information about attenuation and scintillation. Of interest also are the 
statistics of the signal which indicate the usefulness of a theoretical channel 
model (Rayleigh, Rician, and others). All these averages will change with time, 
that is with changing atmospheric conditions. Theref ore,  it is necessary t o  
have time plots and cumulative distributions for each of these parameters. 
The importance of the mean value (attenuation) is self-explanatory. It is 
needed to  determine the power budget for  a planned communication channel. 
The S/N ratio and the channel statistics are used to derive the expected crroy 
probabilities. As an example, the error probability versus S/N for  Rician fading 
channels is shown in Figure 17. Note the two limiting cases (Rayleigh f adicg 
and nonfading) . The best performance is achieved on a nodading channel and 
the worst performance is on a pure scatter channel. Here the assumption is 
made that the channel is neither frequency nor time selective. If selectivity is 
added, the cl~anr~ol perforlnanco becomes worsc, 
C h m e l  Characterization Function 
To describo the selectivity of a fading charnel, additional parameters a re  
needed, The diffexer~t correlation and scattiering functions and their relations to 
each other ark shown in Figure 18. * 
Time spreading, often called multipath smear o r  dispersion, manifests it- 
seZE most clearly when a narrow pulse.at the channel input is converted into an 
output that is spread out; over a significant period of time. Frequency spreading, 
often called Doppler spreading, manifests itself most clearly when a sinusoidal 
input is converted into an output that is spread over s significant bmd of Ere- 
quencies, The distortion of arbitrary wa~eforms due to these phenomena is 
more serious for communication purposes than the problems created by addi- 
tive noise. The degree to wlzioh multipat11 and Doppler spreading harm a com- 
munication signal is dependent j.n part on the charstctcr of the signal. A highly 
redundant signal, such as  speech, will be harmed less by the same perturbation 
than a nonredundant sl ial, such as coded speech or a data stream. 
When the bandwidth of a trmsrtxltked signal is small compared to the coher- 
ence bandwidth of the fading transmission medium, the received signal differs 
from the transmitted signal, apart from a2Jitive noise, only in having a , mdom 
* F i n a l  Report for M i l l i m e t e r  Communication Propagation Program E x t n n s i ~ n ,  prepared by t i . @  Raytheon Co. 
under NASA contract NAS5-9523, March 1966 to  Feb.  1967. 
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Figure 18-Correlation and scattering funcfions. 
amplitude and phase madulation superimposed. T11i.s type of fading is called 
flat fading , since, in producing the output signal, the channel causes t~ll Ire - 
quency components of the transmitted signal to suffer the same rancloln arnpli- 
tude and phase modul~tion. As the aandwid1;h of the transrni.l;l;ed signal increases 
and begins to approach the coherence bandwidth of the channel, a. "frequency se- 
lective" fading begins to manifest itself; that is, all frequency components in 
the transmitted signal no longer suEfer the same random modulation. &'he pres - 
ence of frequency and also time-selective fading is especially harmful in non- 
linear modulation schemes such as frequency modulation and pulse rnoclulatior; , 
since: it produces interrnodulati~n components. 
Row can these rather complicated functions be rr-easured? This can be done 
through the use of different t;es% signa.1~ (References 7 a d  8). When a simple 
sine wave is used, the auto-correlation of the received car r ie r  yields the echo 
correlatdon function. Two cuts through the correlation function parallel to  the 
AT - R plane were obtained by modulation of the carrier with another sine wave of 
frequency Af' and calculation of the cross-correlation function of received lower 
and upper side tone (Figure 18). The two-dimensional correlation function can be 
consfA-cted with vari~us values of fl. 
In order to measure the csmplex correlation function (amplitude and phase), 
one would need very stable frequency sources. Since those are not available at 
the millimeter wave region, one can only measure the correlation function of the 
envelopes. There exists a rathbr complicated relationship between thcse two 
correlation functions (Reference 9). 
ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS 
From the previous discusfiion it is clear that th-, performance of an earth- 
to -space communication system at rn: : "rr wavelengtl~s is heavily dependent 
on frequency, atmosplleric conditions, rion of the spacecraft wit11 respect 
to the observer. Regions of relatively lo& ;henuation below 100 GHz exist at 
15 GI-Iz (not truly millimeter region), 35 GI-Iz , md 94 GI3z. Attenuation and 
noise a r e  lower at 15 and 35 GIlz ,  and equipment is move advanced than at 94 
GW z . Long term measurements of atmospheric attenuation, c l ~ m e l  parameters, 
and noise level conducted over a wide variety of meteorological conditions are 
required in order to obtain the quantitative results needed to estimate the re- 
liability of a communication system. 
A number of methods can be used to measure the characteristics of a com- 
munication path and to determine the black-box parametem. For point -to-point 
communications on earth, the experiments a re  not usually too difficult to con- 
duct, since both trmsmitter  md receiver terminals are located on the ground. 
For emth-to-space communications the experiments a re  complicated Clue to the 
fact that one of the terminals (or a reflector) muat be placed in space, thus re-  
quiring the use of a r ~  aircrxft, rocket, o r  satellite. A program of this type pre- 
sents Inany problems because of the time, cost, and risk involved. It zppears 
t,!dt it may be possible to obtain information on propagation through the earth's 
atmosphere at millimeter wavelengf:hs UF;-*~ a relatively strong radio source, 
such as the sun. Since incoherent radi pbitln is emitted from the sun, a radiom- 
eter is used in place of th?  conventional ccrhcrent signal type receiver. 
There aye three different types of inclircct attenuation measnrcmcnt: 
(1) Sky ten~perature measurements. This idornlation is very useful in 
determining the noise colltribution of the atmospl~e~:e in order to estimate the 
sensitivity to be expected in a low-noise system. To calculate afAer~uation from 
the measured slry temperature, the atmospheric model has to  be Icnown (or as- 
sumed). The extent .to which atmospheric sky temperature and attenuation a r e  
correlated can only be determined by making simultaneous measurements over 
a long period of time. 
(2) Suntracker. Use of the sun as a scjurce of millimeter wave radiation 
has one major disadvantage. Since the sun moves continuous~y, relative to the 
eart1.1, only a short time is spent looking in a given directbn. The applicability 
of the secant law is very risky. Amplitude and fading rate sf the scintillations 
cmaot be measured using the sun., since it is a relatively large source and the 
fluctuations will average out, Ecintillatfons are produced by blobs which are 
small compared to the solid angle of the sun. 
Measured attenuation at 35 GHz as a function of zenith angle under various 
meteorological conditions (Reference 10) is illustrated in Figure 17. The values 
Tg and p refer to the average surface temperature and absolute humidity during 
the measurement period. The two lowest curves are  typical for warm, humid 
days and for cold, dry days under conditions of clear sky. Attenuation on clear 
summer days is caused principally by water vapor, and since there a re  wide 
fluctuations in absolute humidity, considerable variations in day-to-day 
ZENITH ANGLE, @ ldeg) 
Figure 19-Measured total airnospheric attenuation 
at 35 Gtlr (Wulfsberg). 
attenuations can be observed. This is in contrast to  winter days, when the water 
vapor content is so low that oxygen absorption becomes predominant and clear 
sky attenuation is quite stable with time. Tne upper curve indicates the large 
ancl rapid variations in attenuation as a result of variable cloud cover and rain. 
The lower curves follow the secant law reasonably well. Yet, the upper curve 
shows clearly that an extrapolation from one elevation angle to another is im- 
possible during cloudy conditions and rain. This is a considerable drawback in 
the use of suntracker measurements for reliability estimates of a communication 
link. 
(3) Radar. Radar measurements used for calculating the attenuation are 
not promising since the radar return signal is proportional to the sixth p ~ * v e r  of
the diameter of the rain drops, but the attenuation is roughly proportional to tlie 
third power of the diameter. Also, radar responds to  ice particles, which do 
not play a significant role in attenuation, 
Calculation of attenuation from rainfall rate and drop-size distribution does 
not yteld sufficientty accurate results even for a ground link. For an earth-to- 
space link one has to expect even worse results since rainfall rate, drop-size 
distribution, and even the path length influenced by rain are not lmown and ground 
data a r e  not sufficient to determine the attenuation on a slant pat11. 
Only limited information c m  be obtained through radiometric and radar 
measurements , and true s ystoin performance, padicularly bandwidth informa- 
tion, can only be obtained with a coherent signal. That means that a satellite 
must be used as a terminal. A beacon in synchronous orbit would be an ideal 
source for propagation experiments. The tests would allow determination of the 
feasibility of the link, ~ ~ i n c e  attenuation, signal-to -noise ratio, fade r ;,ke, fade 
amplitude, and bandwidth limitations could all be measured as functions of at- 
mospheric conditio~s and elevation angles (that i s ,  for various ground stations). 
The first millimeter wave propagation experiment is oilboard the ATS 5 
spacecraft, The objective of this experiment is to determine statistically the 
propagation parameter, which was discussed earlier. * 
*i3inkley, b. O., et ol,, "The ATS-€  Millimeter Wave Propagation Experiment," N A S M G S F C  X-733-68- 196, 
Apri l  1968. 
Improvement by Path Diversity 
Rain is the most serious problem for  millimeter wave communication but 
fortunately the rain cells are limited and rather small in time and space. 
Thez 'ore, the reliability 01 a system can be improved with some Iund of a path- 
diversity technique. If there are n independent stations, each of which has re- 
liability p, then t l ~ e  overall reliability is given by 
n P = 1-(I-p) . 
Station reliability required to  achieve system reliabilities of 95%, 99%, 99.9%, 
and 59.99% is given in Table 2. For example, three stations that are usable 76% 
of the time would result; in a s p t e r n  that is usq,ble 99% of the time. This over- 
simplified argument (which unfortunately i s  frequently used) suffers from two 
major deficiencies. Independent statistics are assumed at the different receiv- 
ing sites, whereas high-altitude cloud covcr and weather patterns tend to be 
correlated over certain areas. Also, the arwment discusses the probability 
of having at least one station operating at a given time. It does not discuss the 
time statistics of the resulting outages. Information on outage statistics is re- 
quired before any meaningful system-design woxlc can be done. 
Table 2-Station reliability required for  n stations 
to give system reliability of 95% t o  99.99% 
I Number I 1 
of 
St ations 
n 
1 P.--  
2 
3 
4 
System R elj ability 
9 5% 
-' 95% f 78% 
63% 
53% 
99% 
99% 
90% 
78 % 
68% 
99.9% 
99.9% 
96.8% 
90.0% 
63.2% 
99.99% 
99.99% 
99.00% 
95.36% 
90.00% 
The increase in reliability on a switched-path diversity system has been 
evaluated from s &year period of rainfall data talcen at the Eedford network 
(Reference 11). The paths considered were both 3-krn long; they were parallel 
to each other and sepsi~~ated, by a distance of 2 km. The clistribubion of attenua- 
tion for this switched-path case is plotted, along with distribution of attenuation 
for the case of a single path (Figure 20). Wit11 the 30-dB level as a reference 
value, it; i s  seen that the reliability is improved by a factor of 10 through use 01 
path diversity (outage time is reduced f rom 10 minutes to 1 minr.te per year). 
On the ather hand, with a reliability factor of 1 0  min/year per link (about 0.00 2 
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Figure  20-Distributions for switched diversity on 
orthogonal paths (A or D) and on parallel paths 
separated by 2 km (B or D) compared with that o f  a 
s:qgle path. 
on tl-re percentage of time scale), the effective attenuation is only 14 dB for the 
diversity distribution, as compared with 28 dB for  the single path. Thus, longer 
path lengths may be used in the diversity system. 
Much more eAensi.ve and complete data on space diversity will be needed 
before such irxstallatjon can be designed with confidence, The optimum spacing 
for  a given performance probability can only be obtzined from experiments. 
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